How To Install Programs On Active Directory Servers.

These slides show how to install a program without an install program and another program with an install program on the class Active Directory servers.
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The example is using Windows 7 client that is not a member of the Active Directory domain. This is easier than a Windows domain member.
The example is mapping a drive on a server.
The example is mapping to the server Chile. Since the example uses the zeron organizational unit, the share name is zeronapps. Your share name would be your ou and apps as one word.

Since this is not a domain member, the example needs different credentials.
The example provides the credentials.
This is just a virtualization note. The bridged mode would be the fastest for connection.
This is a successful mapping.
The example creates a folder on the share to pong.
The example experimented with malatoPong.exe and found it does not need installation. The example copies malatoPong to the folder on the share.
Naturally the example tests the program as administrator. It should run.
MALATO-PONG

PLAY GAME WITH 1 OR 2 PLAYERS:
PRESS 1 OR 2

This is success for pong.
The example uses Remote Desktop to connect to the server. On the server, the example goes to drive E:.
The example goes to the organization unit name being used.
The example opens the apps folder.
The example right clicks on the pong folder and selects Properties.
Using the security tab, the example may set the permissions for the program.

Naturally all of this is documented.
The example will install Angry Birds on the server. The drive is still mapped as before.

The Angry Bird program came from http://www.download-free-games.com/
You may want a copy of the license agreement for a lab.

The example accepts the license and continues.
The example mapped drive P: to the share. Note how the example tells Angry Birds where to go.
The installer is checking if the example really meant drive P:\Angry Birds\ The example did.
The installer begins the installation.
The installation is complete. The example will naturally test the program.
The example gives the program permission to run.
The example is happy.
Angry Birds will only work if drive P: is mapped to \chile\zenonapps. This slide shows the executable and supporting files on the server.
Using Remote Desktop Connection, the example goes to drive E:. The example selects the organization unit folder.
The example right clicks on the Angry Birds folder | Properties | Security. Now the example may set permissions.

Remember to document and test your configuration with different logons.